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111IFF 

Form B-237
8-5-37

7-7,4 c 0-1,

•
GROUP BANKING STATISTICS, DECEMBER 31, 1936

N e of,group*

(Loans and investments, and deposits
in thousands  of dollars)  

Loans
and

investments

Class of bank-
National

State member
Nonmember:
Insured

Noninsured

Total

Number
of
banks

Deposits

24, v, 737
_3/90P .21.t iiiffty.

/3 41,13? .4id 
41,3

41"ff4i ga44-934-

5;Z:/9 9 

n 40_3 Ni 027'_ )k „

B.
Banks with loans and

Under $100M  

100-149  

150-249

250-499

500-999

1,000-1,999

2,000-4,999

5,000-9,999

10,000-49,999

50,000 & over

Total

i?

investments of

/

,73

,63
38
#.2
A AI

71

c.

‘737

;SYY-
.3x- 03i
Ago,7

/Us'?
,?..2ejiy? 

?31,0,7

/ / p2kg

7 6

23;3/7
/3“/;_g,
(2_1-'9/6
-2-17 991

gp4C2.3 
.36'33 3g, 

'Number of -
Fr_r-'cral
Fseserve
,istricts

Location of ban: s  

Location of brch
offices**

Total

Coun-.
ties

Cities
or

towns

f3/71

Location of
head office

City or town

D.
Banks and branches in
cities or towns hav-
ing a population of-

Under 250

250-499

500-999

1,000-2,499

2,500-2,999

3,000-4,999

5,000-5,999

6,000-9,999

10,000-24,999

25,000-49,999

50,000-99,999

100,000-499,999

500,000 nnd over

Total

Number
of

banks 

State

Nuribor
of

branches

/ 0

S/

113

5e

 2-
4/30
/31_

E.
Number of banks in group

operating branches

1/ 76, 

Number of branches
located -
In head office city

Outside head office city:
In head office county

in contiguous counties  

In noncontiguous counties

Total

..Pty

V,3

76

gq 7

*For groups operating banks in more than one State a separate form B-237 showing
sections A, C and D only should be prepared for each State where banks are
operated, in addition to a form B-237 for the Whole group.

**Include only branches in Federal Reserve districts, counties, and cities or towns
where no banks in group are located.

---
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•
Form B-237
8-5-37 1

\tv,

GROUP BANKING STATISTICS, DECEMBER 31, 1936

Name of group*

(Loans and investments, and deposits
in thousands  of dollars)  

Class of bank-
Nltional

State member
Nonmember:
Insured

Noninsured

Total

Number
of
banks

‘(
Ls)

a 3g
B.
Banks with loans

$100M

00-149

150-249

250-499

500-999

-,000-1,999

2,000-4,999

5,000-9,999

10,000-49,999

50,000 & over

Total

Loans
and

investment
Deposits

c,21/,677 Qv.,077g.)-
/41ave

1* 01?
5)tai 6 673

VP°3,107•,n5g

and investments of -

52 3 _

0 I 

Location of
head office

City or town

D.
Banks and branches in
cities or towns hav-

(.4 3/ov

ing a population of-

Under 250

250-499

500-999

1,000-2,499

2,500-2,999

3,000-4,999

5,000-5,999

6,000-9,999

10,000-24,999

25,000-49,999

50,000-99,999

100,000-499,999

500,000 and over

Total

Number
of

banks

State

Number
of

branches

1./ 5

z
I 0 1

2 0

/ 3 La.._

2-A  

c   3

 go_
.2

c4( 9.231 2 617 tmber of banks in group
_..2/4:3 5 1 356 ..12C) operating branches

X,0741 

.23`i/#30V,011:38

1 t 

c.

Number of -
Federal
Reserve

districts
Coun-
ties

Citics
or

towns

Lo2,1. Df banks

Location of branch
offices**

Total

/f,C
/01/

.2/3

a/ 6 573

  iYq 

,23q-

09V--
Number of brandhes
located -
In head office city

Outside head office city:
In head office county

In contiguous counties  

In noncontiguous counties

Total

•ztr
6 0/

*For groups operating banks in more than one State a separate form B-237
sections A, C and D only should be prepared for each State where banks
operated, in addition to a form B-237 for the whole group.

**Tnclude only branches in Federal Reserve districts, counties, and cities
where no banks in group are located.

showing
are

or towns

Digitized for FRASER 
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•
Form B-237
8-5-37 GROUP BANKING STATISTICS, DECEMBER 31, 1936

- • A() tt-

A.

Naze (4 group*

Location of
head office

(Loans and investments, and deposits
in thousands of dollars)  D.

Class of bank-
National

State member
Nonmember:
Insured

Noninsured

Total

Number Loans
of and
banks investments

3 0 )

City or town

Banks and branches in
Deposits cities or towns hav-

a population of-

/10t7C0 ,/ SSP.

1-71Lr744-4143 MfgA3-16

ing

31 1 /,,06 16 •?-2 7,97A7
y 29 f

99*-7,7-1 v
114, g 

3/1/coc/dt'e.2,1,i/S°

B.
Banks with loans

Under $100M

100-149

150-249  A/W- v 2 

250-499

500-999

1,000-1,999

2,000-4,999

5,000-9,999

10,000-49,999

50,000 & over

Total

and investments of -

/g/ • -20 'd

J

  77? 1 e'S.2o 

1719'‘r9 .2Pie /

  i.<7,3.9 7 /02,_237

14 044-2C //1444-

•

Under 250

250-499

500-999

1,000-2,499

2,500-2,999

3,000-4,999

5,000-5,999

6,000-9,999

10,000-24,999

25,000-49,999

50,000-99,999

100,000-499,999

500,000 rild over

Total

Number
of

banks

State

NuMber
of

branches 

.5-

/to
/ q

c.2 0

.3 

/

/ v

,2 v

9 -7
/ 
7e ./

i7 "

-28 ) 6/63/ 6 7‘,-(4/2‘' operating branches

 '?.°7t76 ° /'°,tef•;7C3,,,Vilumber of branches
f / located -

0;2'74.1" 3/413-0e; 4.00);(4/4-e-e In head office city

  /7/4-rie- „N.5--/v" E.
Number of banks in group

c.

Number
Federal
Reserve

districts

of -

Coun-
ties

Cities
or

towns

Location of banks

Location of branch
offices**

Total

j3 f

011

es-

.// F

Y-r 

Outside head office city:
In head office county

In oontiguous counties

In noncontiguous counties

Total

32- `"
(ia 

,P2(-16

*For groups operating banks in more than one State a separate form B-237
sections A, C and D only should be prepared for each State where banks
operated, in addition to a form B-237 for the whole group.

**Include only branches in Federal Reserve districts, counties, and cities
where no banks in group are located.

showing
are

or towns
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

•
4

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GRNS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group

Name of bank

Location

/ 7- 3a_ 
Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ,2.nd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of brancn offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch office.s 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up by 30--

dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grol3ps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to -chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 again3t the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

2̀N•t__,LA..- •

Name of group Lo6ation

ame of bank

c'-- City or town

3 3
Date of suspension

Population
'71^, 

.

Class

County State

Disposition of suspended bqnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans q,nd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

0 -!s-,4 ,000

'4: ;) 6 , 000
c,
Y / di '000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up .)yr sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the tanks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form .7-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUS ENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

(.4>4 la-4a e st-,0 40 „1.64
Name of group

:.//144trryti/t.f.al a ./.2,c..•
Name of bank

‘76-Yrt 441-771t., 

7,01441-Z-J 
Location

44/
Date of suspension Class

"3/ (.2.0 1-rt e."e

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

‘3"-- - 3 3

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

g?  ,000
 ,000

 ,000
1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 12)31 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Eranch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks WRS determined
by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form 7.-..-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

•
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

-(.7, ,• • ' 

Name of bank Date of suspension

,;_pity or town
")91 

Population County

isposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth.tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Class

, A

State

// - 3 a.

Amount of loans fl.nd investments 38 Q-  ,000

Amount of deposits '',I ,?6 4  ,000 -

Amount of capital stock c;cr  vo  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1:)31 was made up 7 sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank45Drepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



!r Form Ft-117
• •

(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

city or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn-,,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans r)nd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

I o  ,000

`‘'.; 8  ,000

/ ,000

1/ Use tr.le same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Hed office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group” banks suspended during 1930 and 11)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the airection of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted ir
aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form *2.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

(L,„3(:,,ztt t-AL Cog
Name of group Location 1

"?>ir   -24 ,v)v
Name of bank

3 CirlAn

Date of suspension Class

cP 
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotntr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ruld investments 1,71 0  ,000 '

Amount of deposits k.$ IL-1/  ,0001

Amount of capital stock $ 12-00  ,000 .

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE* The list of "groupm banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended group panks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

, ,
724JenLA __JimLe 4 ' ' 1711*  sY.,/te, ? t ,

Name of group Location

64L24  3/ 

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

L, 4.

7, 935— - ne  7)f 462-1/0/..1t., 

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans :Ind investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/  ,000

/ 7  ,000

0  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tle list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended group banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a.

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

-f, •/
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form l'-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

Lci

LI . 's-k--"a-JLI

lIlfr-""--7_ 2i,

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

iiame of group Locttion

Name of bank
Otiu

Date of suspension Class

--3.„341.p \LI-L. IL TT: Q.15-Nel Al •

it, or town Population Count State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth..tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,00e

?•.")- -19  ,000 •

cioo  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

JIML.

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suscended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form --117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •

)-h 

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

1-be-t4-& 614,40.
LocationName of group

City or town

Date of suspension

,?.? 4 LI-1f 471-  9-- cit2,-- 40 
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans rInd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

kt,'  ,2 

S 

a nr,r` to"'

Oer

,c,;; ,oc-

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended groub and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detc,rmined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any ID:11( became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of suspended group banks.

A

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

4

\*-' • k
r; .

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

t-A4 *

Name of group

;

Name of bank
• 3 

LoiCation

\,‘" -1-"~

Date of suspension Class

2q3 
Population County StateCity or town

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

31- 3 a-

Amount of loans and investments ,,,0 ,000

Amount of deposits '(,. ,,LSC ,000 -

Amount of capital stock 3o ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of mgroup” banks suspended during 1930 and 1-)31 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grays and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it waF omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form Ft-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group

Name of bank

City or town

Location

Date of suspension Class

4,??'t 
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

State

Amount of loans and investments ,5-?a.  ,000

Amount of deposits ...5 - a  MO

Amount of capital stock $ ,_!-0  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banK suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

ile4d office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number.of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1s)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tie list of suspended group and chain ban4s as between those that belong
to grollps and those that belong to chains, The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the directian of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking, The subdivision of the tanks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form =--.1.17
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of F.sroup Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

) -Q AroJ

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments t; 3st0  ,00C.

Amount of deposits ,',3 ,Q? /  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ 0  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTEI The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to groys and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the airection of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the list of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group Location

Name of bank

City or town

Date of suspension Class

/4 la-Q,1 UcL. 
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht: right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

State

Amount of loans 'Ind investments / cz.) ,000

Amount of deposits ,'',3 i zi ,,, ,000

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTEI The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1931 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grous and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended grout and chain
bankn'repared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended group banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining tne liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form --:-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of aroup Location

Name of bank

City or town

Date of suspension Class

0  -
Population nty State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ 6  ,00c

Amount of deposits '4.  4 ;.? 5  ,000

Amount of capital stock q,,.  (25-0  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1.(-)31 was made up .)3r sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended groun and chain
bankriprepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
membPr of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of susnended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form -7-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments ,000

Amount of deposits ,000

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

. .
Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch officPs 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

••••••116

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1()31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended n.oup and chain
bankrrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended group banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended grou,7 Lanks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935V

Name of group Location

Name of bank

City or town

Date of suspension Class

,

Population County

Disposition of suspended blnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans nnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,00C

'43  ,000

 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and l'-)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended grout and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form ..-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank

City or town

Date of suspension Class

Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans rind investments  ,000

Amount of deposits k$ 
_

,000

Amount of capital stock c;%, ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics._

Location of branch offices Number of branch offic=s

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as betwe-la those that belong
to grays and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-19350 tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of tanks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of susioended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form .7-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of Froup Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

2 9) *

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Cmpletely liquidated

Amount of loans :Ind investments k$ 7 .:" 3  ,000

Amount of deposits ..,-,.)  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ ,000 .

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Hoad office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susnended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended group banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted i.
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form .!-117 4.1imrallamajoftlehlar
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?;1-1727t

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

(f.

" 

Name of group

Name of bank

City or town

, 
Location -

2,6 f

Date of suspension Class

3. 3 7 dll
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments ._'94-70 ,000

Amount of deposits / J" i ,000

Amount of capital stock c,,,,,  3,r0 ,06u

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group!' banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grouo and chain banAs as betwe.m. those that belong
to grouus fld those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankft-epared in 1931 under the direction of the ComLittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subcivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later qnd suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form .--117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

4111111.1111111111111111.11

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

c4a_43,1 \t'

•

rs"

Name of group Locatidn

iame of bank Date of suspension Class

e LV?-7.  
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ 3. 7 lo 0  ,000 •

Amount of deposits * 3-, 31  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock 1 o c..) ,000 ,

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as betwetm those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat aroitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Form ."-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

<CATI1

Name of group

II a - 7- 7.. 
Name of bank Date of suspension

f

Ou.  1(,,S5g-
City or town

Locittion

(

Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Class

State

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000

7,r1  ,000

9-v-v  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "grouptt &Inks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended uuring 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Form :-:-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

CO-,kt TA C-0    " 0

Name of group Location

Cs,-;\70,0 L_

Name" f bank Date of suspension Class

OLec  5,S LIN QL,n  
.

City o town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotntr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

C,L 00  ,000

 ,000

(s.-.) ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank45orepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form '".-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

efc4i-nc, VAC, A If), eA  Q_Lkto-1Q,
Name of group Location

CAroCIAL„ (30t=0, 
i Name of bank

City oi-L' town

L"--2-g-31/  o-vJ •

Date of suspension Class

n-\\5A-38.  &Thil( 
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded_ by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Z11, ,
State

Amount of loans fl.nd investments ill  ,000 /

Amount of deposits .;',3 \,7_2 -2)-1/  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock $ 500  ,000#

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offics 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up by slit--
dividing tae list of susoended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banklqrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was det,-rmined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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•
Form F-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

•
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19352j

, 

Name of group

731 (. 1r"
Name of bank

Locaton

Date of suspension Class

CiAc 0  3.3 L.Ln  
City r town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits '4$

Amount of capital stock c;,,,

A7S--- ,00C

GO ,000

?1)0,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group!' binks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by slits-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banxs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chlin
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bPilk became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form *.P.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

11Licensed bank p7aerd
liquidation, or 

reCriVerShip

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

•

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans frnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

-

 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-

dividing tle list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong

to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susr)ended group and chain

banknrepared in 1931 unaer the airection of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grout, banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 311 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspendea in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Form F.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193541/

(LC
ame of group Locat on

POSL, `A bc -1(,.65 
Name of bank

,

--ZA -3 2-
Date of suspension Class

3.-9. 43?  4V. 
City o town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ ;.S-2%1_ ,000

Amount of deposits ',:- -5 o S-0 ,000

Amount of capital stock c; 5- 00 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

JON..

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chlin
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later quid suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Form R-117
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vAJ
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

tjole \_1\-- 1 -71/1.  @jut 

Name of group Location

Name of bank
eAf - - 3 1/

Date of suspension Class

\C 3 , K • 

-

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ 1.2+ g  ,000 •

Amount of deposits kr$ (‘3 4-  ,000 ,

Amount of capital stock 1S-0  ,000 ,

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics._

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offic=s

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susnended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tle list of susoended group and chain banks as betwe-Aa those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks WRS determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li9t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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-

Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

ame of group

N

Name of bank

City or t

Location

- (1-3 -1/ )
Date of suspension Class

'3,--?11,, ie

Population

Qt-trn 

County

Disposition of suspended bqnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken ovtr by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

(1.1Sd
State

Amount of loans frnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and ly31 was made up by sub-
dividing tie list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
m,..mber of a grouT in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the lit of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form 'r.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

B/UKS TIC GROU HICH WERE NOT GPAi,.TED
REOPEN FOLLOG THE BANKILG HOLIDAY UhTIL

AFTER JUNE 10,1 

LICENSED
SERPENS/21 STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351j

-23-41-d411- 
`(3 c 9-e€

Na e group Locati n
4r air

It •

Name of bank
a44-i '7 - 3 

Date mi.lusmIcxxximm Class
licensed

City or o• Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

‘,7 13" q  ,00c

.2 e 7 3  ,000

0-4  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" b-tnks suspended during 1930 and L31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended groun and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Comittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determinE-d
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bnnk became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
det.,ermining the li7t of suspended grour oanks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group

Name of bank

Location

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments 6._ _.Or

Amount of deposits nnn,, ,

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain bamcs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

jr,Le...,,op
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

Aame of group

e of bank

City or town

-

Location

(7)

Date of suspension Class

-3.3 -IL 11.3 
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded. by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments 121:10  ,00r

Amount of deposits ;',.  ,CC  ,00r

Amount of capital stock P-00  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tle list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grovs and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

me of group Locat on
t 
©1-20

15-1-% ; L-14-3,/  oo-,)
IL: of bank Date of suspension

C-L),(7(:, 0 (a...Q.0' 
Cit.51oi. town

3 -1L•433.
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Class

State

Amount of loans fl.nd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000

kpi 1),S7  ,000

9-00  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offic.s 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susuended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grovs and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bP,nk became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form .-'-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

1/SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935--
,

.
4---Q (.)-9,4-A C.... . 1., ..,A c", ) o• , A. , , ,

Xa 

lo.,7,.1,

me of group Location

k (71--  • 0-0
\ Name of bank

L_
Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bqnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000

5. 0 t,  ,00o

1. (TT o  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grays and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935) tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

cx.)
Name of group

kiLt4 eSet,e•iiu A icf-L). 
Name of bank

Q,)-tc.(1
City or town

L-14-;?,-1/
Date of suspension

Poplation

Locat on

Class

County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments t; ,-3 6(0  ,000

Amount of deposits '43 (.7- I  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ -ISTo  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up hy sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chain
bankriorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form
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BANKS IE GROUPOHICH WERE NOT GRANTED LIMSES4111
REOPEN rolamm THE BANKING HOLIDAY urn

AFTER JUNE 30. 1933. 

LICENSED
=wan STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Locatior

c7;i enve,
Date cxfoompanziam. Class

licensed

  31.421,4/  9.4e.
County StateCity or own Population

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

?LS-

erk.5-0

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

,CCC

ro-kr'

,000

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group?' banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those thRt belong to chains. The list of susr,ended grour and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, 3roup, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the cRrd
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later Rna suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the li,t of suspended grour banks.

- - q- _eil 1" "
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN GROUPIIIFICH WEEE NOT GRAhTED LIGINSE041/
REOPEN FOLLOANG THE BANKING HOLIDAY Urn

Arta mut 306_ 193U 
LICENSLD
xanMinal. STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-V

%f-4-44-1 7P a 
N,mt o group Loca n

Name of bank
/*/ L3

Date akialazioammiam
licensed

&3'tClass

  j, 4,k4;1,)  9-4e.
City or t Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopeneci

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments ,.1.,1--  ,00C

Amount of deposits 49,ei.../..  ,000

Amount of capital stock Lf-ke  '000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1.31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended grout' and chain banks as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankMepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adecluate information as to the type of control.

For the p,triod 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the li-t of suspended grour banks.

c y,„4, „ // -3-33
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bnnk by Decembtr 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans nnd investments  ,000•

Amount of deposits ',.,i ,000 -

Amount of capital stock c,
Y ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Hend office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspendea in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

WU Di aaoupsercon ups NOT GRUM LICENSES 4"
101,14,0%...4 THE BANIMG MOUNT UNTIL

JUNIM,2_1_19

LICFNSED
=UM= STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

2:1;sget-i 
Name of group

Name of bank

City or town

Date xr,f)J=ematixilk
licensed

I. 1.r. 3-1,,tvE 

Class

Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available,

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

if6s-  ,00c

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banx suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

,000

Number of bfanch offices

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1'231 was made up by sub—
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grips lnd those that belong to chains. The list of susIended group and Chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of b,Inks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
oetermining the of suscended grouT) brinks.

c77-ZA-io 41-€4 - 43/ a-AxA A-e--711-‘44-e-0,-, frY ‘,/
ketZ7 et-Ce/VtleGIS /7- (3‘, et-Wri.CtA 7- a

1-t,A ‘ttxj•-Ge_ej -t-t ‹,,4 1(1(.(ifif7evn,xt,Le-744
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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e/144,'"

e,
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-V

- ,
,, , i A f  

15'7< ;Valjt-t_ 
_

Name o group LoAtion

Name of bank

eit.44.4.drur4

lo -7- 3/ e
Date of suspension Class

0 q --ke„-ttetr -
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

2 f  ,000

7  ,000

.7 5--  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banif,- suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 72)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently. if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it WRS omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



orm
Rev. 11-7-36)

4 z"

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

4e.
Name of group

Name of bank i

A9---teci '

s 1

Lotation

r

Date of suspension Class

al91(42, cs2-,, •
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

1 0 -07.2-3 0

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

3 a  ,000 '

2  ,000 •

/ 2.4)  ,000 '

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.
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CG

Aik4

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

\.- ,
'4) . 

Name oT group

Name of bank
CL 4A \

City or town

fr°
crk ,^41 

\ — 7P0

Date of suspension Class

0 
1,4_24

Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

*-20•3 t ‘1\42fr., 

I,)co k'e.

Amount of loans ,?nd investments k$ 1.1 1 7  '000

Amount of deposits i t.s-4.-/  ,000

Amount of capital stock 
/ 4 0 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

Jae

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1()31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong

to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain

bankrprepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bEtween those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of tanks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later aha suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

C( a) eCV.1
Name of

.(4) .
group 

1-
r,o - )1(tk • \\ • k... 4. 1,, ( •-

LOORtiOn

jNAJ., (.43. - 3 ca_,
Name of bank 

- f-r\c 1.4"Akry 
Date of suspension Class

W q 
•

Cit, or town Population

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

County State

Amount of loans liarl investments 3,..: 6 o ,000

Amount of deposits 34 .,, v ,( ,000

Amount of capital stock .` - c+ --e '000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The liEt of "group" banks susuended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank4f$repared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspendea in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the liFt of susuended group banks.

L. 
Digitized for FRASER 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

(ge? tif;z sA 444,4; C

tka,,,,,fA, Name of group ge4 7/A,4,•• hootz0,0 Location

,

J;c4A5, Ja.4.4./ Z., 4'; 0 - ,3 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

rt2474-f //h,/ 9'a6  
City oi town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

/o-t36-32

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

,20 /78-  ,000

/4/..L  ,000

/  ,000
1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

JEN.

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to thci lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detormined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li,=t of suspended group banks.
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21/ 

IN/

•
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

e • 
am e of Eproup Localtion

- 2.2 - 3 a •
Name of bank Date of suspension

(tett-ea, *'7

IL t") 
Class

JZs '
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bqnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans :Ind investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

:747'  ,000

'41 /16  ,000•

 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bcanch offices 

NOTE, The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between tnose that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of susr)ended R•roup and chain
bank4Trepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on -ranch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tha lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

.21,74,- • 
; /

-/ 
Name of group Location

,• • , , •7=-7.• 4ak 1-'41/  NA/ • io -.2 7-3o

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

.241-1441. 

City or town

36.4d,o
Population

7)7a/t44--)t.,‘ •
County

Disposition of suspended brink by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to th,,f right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

. •
State

Amount of loans and investments k$

Amount of deposits ;',.

Amount of capital stock $

.2..41/4.,000*

6/0 7 ,000 '

..,
,L/-zi  ,000-

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banx suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group” banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to th. lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended groun banks.
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

0•-•

Name of group Location

- a
Name o bank Date of suspension Class

o  s- o 
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ,I.nd investments 4 /:',,-* ,000

Amount of deposits 4 --) ,000

Amount of capital stock $ /-) ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the base of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of ”groupn banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankrierepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Eranch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of suspended group banks.
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group

,
"/ 9 

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town

4

3 2‘.5- • I/ •
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans nnd investments 0 / ?,.5- ,000

Amount of deposits 0 17,,i ,000

Amount of capital stock $ 4J- ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

He9d office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of blanch offic.s 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1J31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and thos,. belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of susnended oanks.
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group
k (- ---

Location

V)a^„1AL:&. C-e) /-/ 9- 3 a. 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

(5-e-cmoi.
City or town

4.5-g / 
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments -2, / .5- .-- , 000

Amount of deposits /, 7 y- i ,000 .

Amount of capital stock / s'" 6 , 000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch officcz 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of susnended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the airection of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was det.rmined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted

any bank became a
in

aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

Name of group Location

vv1/4..  1 ?-
Name f bank Date of suspension Class

t .

r>--

City or town Population County State

isposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments - ..--, ,000

Amount of deposits ,;;; -, ,000

Amount of capital stock , i  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

-JOWL

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1(;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of suspended group banks.
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L)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19352/

' 
Name of group Location

c;!) 

CA-Ai  I -1 - 3  -; 
Name o Date of suspension Class

A cl-",11/4-V-A)-44-120h-
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bnnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans nnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

k$ '7') ,00C

'',; Cc, ,00C

/.5- ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up y sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankrrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detormined
by checking the list of group tanks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later qnd suspendea in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the list of suspended group banks.
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"AA 

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

totA),-.4,- •  Cr•/*C-4,-A•• 0-4••• 
•

Iame of group Location

fQ'1̀  ctAa. 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

.5'
411

(I) 1.4./. • AAA)

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments /Vo ,000

Amount of deposits ,/,,:5-- ,000

Amount of capital stock
,.)
 ,000

•

-

-

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counti-2s

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offic.s 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1')31 was made up by sub-
dividing tie list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank45orepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of susymded grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended groun banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

•V

liame of group Location

v.1,2LV  7k_AAL. )-/ f'3 

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

3 '1-  L'..4.2C.,1
City r town Population County State

isposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans i.nd investments LJs Y / ,000

Amount of deposits '4' S/7, ,000

Amount of capital stock
c. ,?cr ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the. case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

-11.1111111.

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1c)31 was made up by sub-

dividing tge list of suspended grour and chain banks as betwe,m those that belong

to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group) and chain

bank45prepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the liFt of susnended group banks.

-
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• •

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

•  / 
Name of greup Location I/

.6f-47.

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

.,ce
//-/ 7-So •

11,f-r.a;,t,Lic
City or town

e:21% 4/00 '
Population

1.`"

County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

St e

Amount of loans and investments k3 /9', 3/ 7  ,000 '

Amount of deposits k,s /1/,_ .2 0 9  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock c;eir  4 7.5-0  ,000 .

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of ttgrouptl banks suspended during 1930 and 1(;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of sasuended group and chain banxs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended Lluring 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it waF omitted in
determining the liFt of susuended group banks.
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• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

• - / r.,' , , .:-: . .. , , ( , - ,./_, /1-11-1,i,irj. ../ ,i- i_ /. •
Name of group / Location

, ...AFL-,

?lin 4-e-r ,, , /la : . . 7:22 .  it- 0-7-- 30 if e4 
Name of bhnk i Date of suspension Class

3.21, voc, , 7; .„,..,e-i.t., • i_ 
s

e1-1 ci 2 A-t-
City or town Population

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

ounty

Amount of loans and investments 37, 72/  ,00C,

Amount of deposits j?;! ff..30  ,000 '

Amount of capital stock y 0 iel 0  ,000 .

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics._

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

J•16.

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and ly31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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• •
Form "..-.117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

( 
Name of group Location

7 -30 itpv 
N e of bank Date of suspension Class

32 9, 0 i2eryt..." -
City or town Population 'County St

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

II e>

Amount of loans ruid investments zjy2,,000'

Amount of deposits ii q f  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock ..?oc,  ,000 -

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offics

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank0qprepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group oqmks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form :='-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

LT-Ai L„k- g 
Name of group

L. • -43. rtmA 

Name of bank

(\j,\Lc.,,
City or town

. '

\- -
Date of suspension

‘-/ss—g," 
Population

• - •

Location

2. ft)
Class

.
County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

- - k )

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

k3 17, k 0 9  ,000

 ,000

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1J31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form .7-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

"07Z-7-1171"77,

1

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group Location

Name of bank
12-21

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans nnd investments k$ ,000 -

Amount of deposits  ,000.

Amount of capital stock  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in thE: case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE* The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to vrovs and those that belong to chains. The list of susriended grour and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the airection of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended group banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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• •
Form ".-117
(Rev. 11-7-'16)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ind investments k$ _, ; - ,000 •

Amount of deposits ;',$ , ,000

Amount of capital stock ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in thE case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1'431 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat aroitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bq.nk became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

'

Digitized for FRASER 
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Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



*licensed bank, placed in,
Form .1-117 liquidation or receivership 1933
(Rev. 11-7-36)

•
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group Location

Name of bank
  4-4-3+
Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments  ,000

Amount of deposits ',:'   ,000 '

Amount of capital stock  ,000 -

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" b-inks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain bl.nks as between those that belong
to grays and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and thosa belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R

against the card

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suscended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

.! e_it_.....,,...__, ,Ili i:
Licensed

SUSPENSIO STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group

Name of bank

Location

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by Decemb,r 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disnosition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans fmd investments  ,000'

Amount of deposits  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock c,
Y '000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch officas 

/

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up hy sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Comittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any btink became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it WAS omitted in
determining the liFt of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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orm
Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bink by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

I 0 -

Amount of loans and investments  ,00C

Amount of deposits kr$  Onr), —

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics._

Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous countis

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up 17 sub-
dividing tle list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grovs and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bRnk became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Licensed

•
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPFNSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group Location

Name of bank

I - ?)3
Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ind investments k$ ,00C

Amount of deposits  ,000

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended groun banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

1110
Licensed

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank
  g I  - 3 7)
Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments  ,00C

Amount of deposits  ,000'

Amount of capital stock $  '  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office couuty

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1s)31 was made up -)y, sub-
dividing tae list of susnended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grays and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the Panks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

,

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521 #

7 
,_

t Ain tg, ;,14./cit.L/ 
41.611 . , 

ite/A449., /'/ /:1 i //A...,

Name of group 'Location

Add,4, , -

Name of bank

City or town

Date of suspension Class

-‘4444.44tLAP2.t.Ad
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

State

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

07,0  000

k$ 0, 3 

. 0 ,0 

,000

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

3

I

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of suspended groun and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended groub and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended auring 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of susuended grout, banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
(Rev, 11-7-36)

ilPoOcensecl bank plared in
liquidation or rev..eil.Prslii p

•
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank
T2c-33 

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bqnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank 1-

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ,lnd investments 0 L ,00C '

Amount of deposits 0 ,000 •

Amount of capital stock c;,,, ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1:J31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of susrended group banks.
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Form .-t--.117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans nnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

.43 

,00C

,000

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous countius

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended pxour blnks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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'44E41:),

. Form ---117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

410 Non- ensed bank pi area i :,
liquidation or rrerit7,rshi..)

•
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotntr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

11-

Amount of loans ,qnd investments ,00C

Amount of deposits '4 ,000

Amount of capital stock c.;,,, ,000

•

-

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTEs The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up 7 sub-
dividing tae list of susnended group and chain banks as between those that telong
to grotips and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknreplred in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if qny bRnk became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group bqnks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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orm
Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935V

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth.tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

'45 ,000

,000

 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTEs The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and li31 was made up -,3r sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that bolong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and tnose belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any brink became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
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/-7"
-

t, 4. t

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193531

Name of group Location

T7-41, e )l 4 eA Lie
Name of bank

2'.3 .47:14., 

City or town

a •

-/s- a/ >I a I-
Date of suspension Class

/. /geg
7g47-11/417 

Population
,e4,t(1,46.-64 

county

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

721 ii/J-<1 •
State

Amount of loans and investments ,2 ef. 96'4  ,000 -

Amount of deposits k'  e? LI v 0 0  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock J, q / 0  ,000 -

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of tfanch offices 

....11111111.

NOTE: The list of "group” binks susuended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of susuended grouu banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
orm .=-117
Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

I' ort 

?lame of group

441, •
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

1117
4 3 ,4116.

) 

Location

/.2-).57-3/  2tf>L' •

7>)
City or town Population ounty State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn,;r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/, 6 2 7  ,000

/, I/7 g  ,000 -

o  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offices

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1J31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susT-,ended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any banx became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

- ta. at)  
Name of group

.4 •
__../72.271,,d • S.1;etA )1 44 • 

Name of bank Date

City or t wn

/2- /5-- / •

//3, 
Population

42;2,e ,e74 

Location

of suspension Class

County State
/ 121C-4.1,1

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000

,3.„2,99  ,000

02.1.0  ,000 -

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up hy sub-
dividing tge list of susuended grour and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 aainst the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

• • 466.), 

Name of group
h/C1 

Locatiorn

-111 //- •• -344 - - .3i • • 
4' Name of bank Date of suspension Class

„:"
J..1 1. 9/ 

tity or town Population County State
, ,

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

3 02 312_

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/, 7 7 /  ,00G '

s e;- I  ,000

/0  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" &Inks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of sus,oended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour b'knks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequentl
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

Y, if any bqnk bEcqm- q

aetermining the list of susuended grout banks.
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

4.4r rt. 4. Li

Name of group 
0441;-.1, , 

Location

,e2Y ed • '
Name of bank

IZ-Lr-3y )1--rry
Date of suspension Class

142-4,-16  Yba,,u), ,
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments 9. 9 72-  ,000 '

Amount of deposits ',,; 5. ,f o 3  ,000 .

Amount of capital stock 2. 05 I ,

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics._

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up hy sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankriorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of susuended grouu oanks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

41,_e6,,LA ( /go.-,14 /4(;), ) 147 

Name of group Location

)14-e-4214-i° -E1 11 at !Jr)
Name of bank

City or town

- 3 I )14--V
Date of suspension Class

5 & d .
/o 0 , 3-0401 )24-416.4442.-y. . >74-ad . '
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

98.3  ,000

f 9  ,000

o o  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch officos 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1()31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolips and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/
07.-te.„

<,4A7 e Aii-f-,42 Lilz,  P42 3)7.1f441-

Name of group Location

Name of bank
- /s- 3/ •

Date of suspension

/02.3.27 g -

ci4/-
Class

City Or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to th,,- right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments /:.?,5-3,000 -

Amount of deposits 2, /93  ,000 -

Amount of capital stock 2 6, a  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

...111.111111.  

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to growl's and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended group banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted i-
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

jte 
Name of group Location

rl

Y61,0(A'11-  . 
/ -3/ • / 

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

3, Al-R.7 2/-1) . 
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments 0

Amount of deposits '',I

Amount of capital stock $

.2. 49C 4/ 900C

e.2.0 9s. ,000

.2t,e)  ,000'

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up y sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankPErepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnainb is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bmik became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted i
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

‘84 "?—e-
Name of group Location

iez2,11,-r.,t44-4.1( CZ7z242.,-Y a • 
Nam of bank

22/0-1./C14.A*;-• 

- - 3 • . '
Date of suspension Class

/
/ 9 47-3-9-9, /.7„. .2),24.-..?,a •  '

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ 6,Y5-4,000 •

Amount of deposits ,',s cC.- Yd. 3  ,000 -

Amount of capital stock ,36 a  ,000 -

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTEs The list of /1group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tie list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grays and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank bFcame a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form -1-117
(Rev. 11-7-36) liquidation or rceeiverqlip

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19352/

-)

Name of group

41,} (,),e9
Name of bank

"2)3

/44„e(gy.

4.1e (_,Q
Location

Date of suspension Class

/41,1:311 /

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the colunn to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Arcunt of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

0 -2440

c), 3 a 3 

,000-

,000

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

3

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susnended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tle list of suspended groun and chain banks as between those that belongto grolips Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susuended grouP and chain
bankftreplred in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subcavision of the oanks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
ade4uate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tilP list of suspended grour blnks was determinedby cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank bEcame R
member of a grour in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suscended grout olnks.
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